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ABSTRACT
Conceptual Modeling and Analysis of a Solar Receiver for
Thermochemical Hydrogen Generation

by
Derek Satoru Taguchi
Dr. Samir Moujaes, Examination Committee Chair
Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Hydrogen has the potential to revolutionize the way we live our everyday lives in the
near future. With the global demand for oil increasing and pumping capabilities running
at, or almost at full capacity, the world will eventually have to turn to alternative energy
sources to satisfy the need for fuel in the near future.
The processes involved in designing a system capable of hydrogen production include
many different components. For the generation of hydrogen through a solar process, one
of these components is the design and analysis of the solar receiver. The solar receiver is
the component of the solar system where the concentrated solar heat flux is focused on,
which provides heat for such things as a working fluid (such as in the case of a Stirling
engine), or a heat transfer fluid (in the case of a indirect receiver/reactor or where heat
must be transported from one location to another).
The focus of this study is to design and analyze a conceptual design of a solar
receiver for an indirect receiver/reactor system on a solar dish concentrator and to show
schematically a design of a receiver/reactor layout with dimensions for a scale

111
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commensurate with typical dish concentrator geometry. A CFD analysis will be presented
using the STAR-CD program to examine velocity distribution, pressure drop and heat
transfer behavior of the receiver component. A macro analysis of the receiver/reactor
thermal system is also presented. The CFD analysis will be looked at for the case of mid
range thermochemical cycles (max ~ 600 °C), where molten nitrate salt can be employed
as the heat transfer fluid.

IV
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
It is often called the fuel of the future, and the potential it has for revolutionizing the
way our everyday lives function is something that cannot be ignored. This fuel is called
hydrogen and it is the simplest and most abundant element in the universe. With the
world’s populations growing, countries such as China and India rapidly industrializing
and oil being pumped to almost, if not already, full capacity, we will eventually have to
turn to new more efficient sources of energy to provide power into and beyond the 21®*
century. Renewable energies, in general, should play an important role in this new
increasing demand. The market for renewable energies has benefits that can be
generalized into three basic categories; energy savings, new markets for employment and
research opportunities and methods for providing clean energy to decrease environmental
pollution [20]. Solar hydrogen can realistically satisfy all three of these categories.
Although it may be the least complex element on the periodic table, hydrogen is an
excellent energy carrier. Figure 1 shows a chart with energy produced per kilogram
[MJ/kg] along side CO emissions [kg of carbon per kg of fuel] [1]. Per weight, it
2

produces more energy than any other fuel available today, and if produced by way of
solar hydrogen will produce no CO emissions.
2

The fact that hydrogen is an excellent energy carrier is not a topic of debate; rather, it
is whether or not it can be extracted and harnessed in such a way that allows it to be
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economically competitive in the marketplace. Since hydrogen never occurs by itself in
nature, the challenge lies in finding efficient and effective ways to isolate hydrogen with
its counterpart, whatever that may be. W ith rising energy cost, advancing technologies
and further research studies, hydrogen certainly has the potential to reach a point where it
can be competitiveness on the market.
Commercial hydrogen today is produced almost entirely of fossil raw materials; the
reforming of natural gas accounts for some 48%, 30% from oil, 18% from coal and the
remainder comes from water electrolysis [2].
The downside of current methane reforming is, of course, the greenhouse gas
byproduct CO . In addition to this method, some of the methods used to generate
2

hydrogen are;
•

High temperature steam electrolysis

•

Electrolysis

•

Steam methane reforming

•

Thermochemical water splitting

•

Photoelectrical systems using semi-conducting materials

•

Photobiological systems using microorganisms to split water using sunlight

•

Biological systems using microbes to break down biomass

•

Thermal water splitting using a high temperature to split water
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Figure 1.1 Different methods of energy generation with measured CO emissions
2

Each of these methods has potential to someday provide a reliable and safe source of
hydrogen that can provide power for a number of different things that will benefit the
world economy. The focus of this paper, however, will be centered specifically on
hydrogen generation by solar thermochemical processes.

1.1

Solar Thermochemical Water Splitting Cycles
There are three basic ways to produce hydrogen via solar energy: electrochemical,

photochemical, thermochemical or any combination of each. Thermochemical processes
use a concentrated heat source such as solar energy to drive endothermie chemical
reactions [3]. The production of hydrogen through thermochemical water splitting

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

involves the separation of hydrogen and oxygen through a series of chemical reactions.
Because thermochemical processes occur at moderately high temperatures and bypasses
the H /O separation problem that occurs in water thermolysis (single-step dissociation of
2

2

water), these processes have a strong potential to produce industrial hydrogen.
Single step thermolysis;
H O
2

------------->

H + / O
2

1 2

2

(2500 K)

Thermochemical processes have been studied, more in depth at some times than others,
for the past 35 years. There are over a hundred thermochemical processes that involve the
liberation of hydrogen; however, only a few o f them have seen dedicated research time
put into them [4].
Two thermochemical processes that are well known and studied are the Sulfur-Iodine
cycle (S-I) and the Calcium-Bromine cycle (UT-3). Though these are moderately higher
temperature processes (>800 °C for the S-I cycle and >700 °C for the UT-3), there has
been extensive work done with both these cycles, especially on the nuclear hydrogen side.
Both these cycles rated the highest scores in a recent study funded by the DOE
(Department of Energy) as part of the NERI (Nuclear Energy Research Initiative)
program entitled High Efficiency Generation o f Fuels Using Nuclear Power. These
cycles may also be a good fit for solar central receiver and some higher temperature solar
concentrators, but more work is needed in these areas to validate this possibility. The
reaction step sequences for these cycles are as follows:
Sulfur-Iodine:
H2SO4
I2 + SO2 + 2H2O

------------- >

16 O2 + SO2 + H2O

(>800 °C)

-------------->

H2SO4 + HI

(<120 °C)

2
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2HI

-------------l2 + Hz

(>300 °C)

UT-3:
CaBr2 4- H2O

-------------> CaO 4- 2HBr

(700 °C - 750 °C)

CaO + Brz

-------------> CaBrz +16 O2

(500 °C - 600 °C)

Fe

-------------> 3FeBr2 4- H O -tBrz

(200 °C - 300 °C)

3 0 4

4- 8HBr

3FeBr2 + H O
4

2

4

> Fe

3 0 4

2

+ 6HBr -t H

2

(550 °C - 600 °C)
[4]

1.2

Hybrid Cycles
Hybrid cycles are interesting cycles because their processes are usually much simpler

than pure thermochemical cycles. This, of course, makes system design considerations
less complicated, in general. However, there are also several disadvantages to these
cycles. In addition to the requirement of using more energy to complete the
electrochemical step, this step also requires parallel electrodes, small gaps between
electrodes and minimal mixing of the anodic and cathodic products which limits the
electrochemical process to the small electrode areas that are consistent with thin
membrane manufacture [4]. Whether or not hybrid cycles are commercially viable is still
in the process of being determined, but it most certainly cannot be ruled out as a
possibility.
1.2.1

Copper-Chlorine Cycle

The copper-chlorine cycle is a low temperature hybrid cycle that has been developed
by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). It is a three step process with a maximum
temperature of 550 °C, one step being electrochemical. The sequence of the three
reaction processes is as follows:
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2CU + 2HC1
4C uC l

----- ^ H + 2CuC1
2

> 2Cu + 2CuCl2

2CuCl2 + H O
2

Hydrogen Production

Electrochemical Step (25 °C - 75 °C)

^ V2 O + 2HC1 + 2CuCl
2

(430 °C)

Oxygen Formation

(<550 °C)
[14]

Initial estimates point to an efficiency of 40 -4 5 % which is a promising outlook on
this cycle [17]. In addition, the relatively low temperature and proximity of the two
thermochemical steps to each other in temperature make this a good exploratory cycle for
middle temperature range solar applications.

1.3

Current Solar Technologies
There are currently several technologies that use solar energy to produce electricity.

In addition to flat solar panels which one might be more familiar with there are also
photovoltaic systems and several different kinds of structures that use concentrated solar
technologies. Three such technologies are parabolic trough collectors, power towers and
dish/engine systems. These technologies provide a great potential for use in solar
thermochemical applications.
1.3.1

Parabolic Trough Systems

The parabolic trough system uses a reflective surface to concentrate sunlight onto a
receiver tube which heats a heat transfer fluid and carries it to the steam turbine/generator.
Typically, they are designed for one axis tracking from East to West of the sun. Most of
today’s commercially produced solar thermal power is generated from large rows of
trough systems [5]. O f the three concentrating technologies, the parabolic troughs
operate at the lowest temperature.
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Photo Courtesy o f Sandia National Laboratory

Figure 1.2 SEGS parabolic trough field at Kramer Junction, CA

1.3.2

Solar Central Receivers

Central Receiver systems consist of a central receiver tower and a large field of
heliostats, which are mirrors which track the suns movement. The mirrors focus the suns
rays towards the top of the tower where the concentrated heat is generated. The thermal
energy is then used to heat up a heat transfer fluid which can then be used to execute
whatever application it is intended to be. For thermal energy purposes, it is used for a
turbine-generator. Solar central receivers provide the highest concentration of heat of the
three systems discussed. Of course, a large field of heliostats is required for the process to
be successful. Solar Two, shown below, used 17 rows of heliostats, each with an area of
39.1 m^ [18].
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Photo Courtesy o f Sandia National Laboratory

Figure 1.3 Solar 2 in Barstow, CA

1.3.3

Solar Dish/Engine Concentrators

Dish engine systems concentrate solar heat flux converting the thermal energy into
mechanical energy and then to electrical energy. Dish systems use a mirror array and two
axes tracking to reflect the suns rays and concentrate them onto a receiver to successfully
make this conversion. For engine systems, the receiver absorbs the heat flux and is then
transferred to the engine’s working fluid, usually helium or hydrogen. Li quid-metal
reflux receivers have also been conceptualized using a liquid metal that is evaporated and
condensed at the engine heater tubes, supplying latent heat of vaporization to the engine
[19]. Solar concentrators also have the potential to be used for thermochemical
applications. While it is smaller in size than central receiver systems, multiple solar
concentrators perhaps using indirect receiver/reactor methods, may be a potentially
efficient way of producing hydrogen for middle range solar thermochemical applications.
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This differs from traditional energy production using solar concentrators because instead
of utilizing an engine system in the receiver, the main purpose of the receiver serves to
transport a heat transfer fluid from the concentrator to a location on ground level for
hydrogen generation.
There are many different types of dish systems that are currently or have been tested
at various locations. Three examples are shown in Figures 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6.

Photo Courtesy o f Sandia National Laboratory

Figure 1.4 HTC Off-Axis Concentrator in Stuttgart, Germany
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Figure L5 UNLV SAIC stretched membrane facet dish concentrator
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Photo Courtesy o f Sandia National Laboratory

Figure L6 Power Kinetics Inc. Square Dish Concentrator

1.4

Integrated Receiver/Reactor Concepts: Solar Thermochemical Technologies
There have been a great number of different receiver/reactor systems that have been

proposed in a number of papers over the years. In 1987, Rich Diver described in general
the basic idea for receiver/reactor configurations in his paper, Receiver/Reactor Concepts

11
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fo r Thermochemical Transport o f Solar Energy. Three basic categories were described,
tube receivers, direct receivers, and indirect receivers.
Tube receivers use tubular reactor elements which are directly heated by solar energy
inside the receiver. There are several different kinds of geometries that can be used for
the tubes in this type of configuration. Three of these geometries are spiral, axial and
helical. All three geometries have their unique advantages and disadvantages, in general
however, all three suffer from uneven heating in the reactor tubes, and although this can
be adjusted to provide even heating (adjusting the spacing) it will decrease the receiver
efficiency [6].
Direct receiver/reactor systems absorb the solar heat flux directly on the catalyst.
Direct configurations have the potential to be compact, low cost and efficient
thermochemical receiver/reactor [6]. The disadvantage is, of course, the receiver and
reactor components are couples together. For a dish concentrator system employing
thermochemical reactions, this would not be a good choice
Indirect receiver/reactor systems use a heat transfer fluid to move heat from the
receiver to the reactor component. The advantage of this system is that it allows the
receiver and the reactor components to be designed separately which will add more
flexibility in the design process.
There are three different types of indirect receiver/reactor conceptual designs outlined
in Diver’s 1987 paper; they are the heat pipe receiver/reactor, reflux receiver/reactor and
the molten salt/metal receiver/reactor [6]. O f the three, the molten salt/metal
receiver/reactor system would be the ideal choice for a solar concentrator utilizing a
thermochemical sequence, especially if the reactants can he corrosive or pose other health

12
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hazards. This would help alleviate the problems that would arise when trying to design a
receiver/reactor that tracks the sun on a 2-D axis. Along with these generalized concepts,
there have also been several different conceptual designs presented for indirect
receiver/reactor systems. Two such systems are described below. The first is a solid
particle receiver/reactor configuration. Shown in Figure 1.7, this design uses small solid,
inert particles to absorb the concentrated solar energy and transport heat to the reactor.
The particles are carried up to the receiver by a conveyor belt system or something
similar in nature. The aperture is a windowless cavity so the solar concentrated energy
hits the falling particles directly. The particles are then carried down to the reactor system
where the heated particles can be run through a heat exchanger to transport the necessary
heat needed to fuel the reaction. There are several issues that need to be studied including
wind effects of a windowless cavity and heat distribution of different sized particles but
there will hopefully be several studies conducted on this in the near future. This solid
particle receiver, especially with a windowless aperture, does not seem to be an efficient
choice for a dish concentrating system, unless effective method of passing the solid
particles through the aperture on a consistent basis with respect to the moving dish.
The second receiver/reactor configuration also employs a windowless cavity, but
instead of solid particles this systems employs a molten salt as a heat transport fluid. This
conceptual design is shown in Figure 1.8. The molten salt cascades down the back wall of
the receiver wall where it absorbs the concentrated solar energy. The heated molten salt is
then carried down to the reactor system where the necessary heat is used for the
appropriate chemical reaction.
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Figure 1.7 Solid particle receiver conceptual design [3]

Figure 1.8 Molten salt indirect receiver concept [3]

Indirect receiver/reactor systems are a good choice when designing for
thermochemical hydrogen cycles for solar concentrating dishes. The main advantage of
the indirect configuration for this particular system is that it provides a safer, easier to
maintain design. The monitoring of the reactants and products, maintenance of the system
as a whole and trouble shooting of the system becomes much simpler with this process.
Since the dish concentrator will be tracking the sun, a more consistent method of heat
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transport is needed to provide heat for the thermochemical reactions. Since the receiver is
a critical component in this design, it is necessary that this portion of the system is
studied in detail as it is where the entire solar thermochemical process begins.
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CHAPTER 2

CED MODELING USING STAR-CD
Computational fluid dynamics (CED) has becoming more and more prevalent in the
design of many engineering systems. They include but are not limited to aerospace,
automotive and biomedical applications. The major advantage of using CED is that it
saves significant cost in experimental testing, prototype development and time when
designing and analyzing systems.
STAR-CD is a software package that allows the user to model, mesh and run a
thermofluids analysis using a prepackaged CED code. The program also has the
capability to describe many different types of flow situations for both the laminar and
turbulent regimes and allows for simulations involving thermal and solar radiation,
multiphase flow, rotating meshes, chemical reactions, chemical combustion and porous
media. Eor the modeling of turbulent flows, STAR-CD also contains several turbulence
modeling options. This includes several variations of the k - e models, k - ® models, k 1 models, and the v“ - f model. The governing equations describing conservation of mass,
momentum and energy are described using conservative equation variables and are
described using tensor notation in Equations I, 2 & 3.
Conservation of Mass

=
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2 . 1

Conservation of Momentum

{pUjU.-T,)

Where:
t = time
Xi= Cartesian coordinate
Ui = velocity components
p = piezometric pressure
p = density
Tij = stress tensor components
Sm = mass source
Si = momentum source components
Conservation of Energy
dph

d

. ,

dp

dp

du: ,

2.3

Where:
h = c J - c % + Y , y .,H . = h , + - £ Y„H„

T = temperature
Ym = mass fraction of mixture constituent m
Hm = heat of formation of constituent m
Cp = mean constant - pressure specific heat at T
Cp° = reference specific heat at temperature To
Fhj = diffus ional energy flux in direction xj
Sh = energy source
ht = thermal enthalpy
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2.4

2.1

The Standard k - e Model
The Standard high Reynolds number k - e Model is one of the varieties of turbulence

models available to STAR-CD users to employ for CFD modeling and is appropriate for
use in flows that are fully turbulent and can be used for compressible and incompressible
flows. These equations employ equations that are comprised of transport equations for
the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and the dissipation rate, e. These two transport equations
are described in Equations 5 and , respectively.
6

pUjk

p+
1

pUj£ —

.T ,
T, X
^ du,
~ p,(P + P g ) - p e - — p,-— + pk — +
3
dx,
j dx.
2

2.5

dx,

2.6

Where;

g,

1

0/7
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_

p

■du,

du,
pk du,
%— + —
9x, //, /d x ,

2.9

2.10

Gf =turbulent Prandtl number
Cgi, Ce , Ce , Cg are coefficients whose values are listed in Table 21.
2

3

4

Table 21 Coefficients of the Standard k - e Turbulence Model
C,

Ok

Oe

Oh

Om

Cel

Ce2

Ce3

Ce4

K

E

0.09

1.0

1.22

0.9

0.9

1.44

1.92

0.0 o r 1.44*

-0.33

0.419

9.0**

*Ce 3 = 1 .44 for P b > 0 and zero elsew h ere

^^M odifications h ave b een m ade for roughness effects

2.2

[8]

Discretisation Methods
The governing equations that describe the flow (mass, momentum, energy, etc.) are

discretised by employing the finite volume (FV) method. For convenience, the
coordinate-free form of the conservation equations is used.
— (yOtzi) +

d

ï y

{

p

k

é

-

F .g r a d ^ )

Where:
Ur = u - Uc is the relative velocity between the fluid (u) and the local coordinate velocity
(U c )

(j) = dependent variable (i.e. u,, e, k, mi, etc.)
F ^ s^ = the associated ‘diffusion’ and ‘source’ coefficients. [7]
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2.2.1

Spatial Discretisation

The current methodology available in STAR-CD allows user-selected schemes from
two main categories; low-order schemes and higher-order schemes.
2.2.2

Temporal Discretisation

There are two options available for the discretisation of time in STAR-CD. The
default option is the fully-implicit scheme, while the other alternative, the CrankNicholson scheme may also be employed [ ].
8

2.3

Preprocessing
Before running a CFD analysis in STAR-CD, there are a number of preprocessing

steps the user must make in order to prepare for a model for analysis in STAR-CD:

2.3.1

•

Modeling or model/geometry/mesh import

•

Surface error corrections, triangulation, and optimization

•

Subsurface generation

•

Volume mesh generation

•

Extrusion layer generation and final assembly

•

Boundary definition and fluid properties

Modeling or Model/Geometry/Mesh Import

The first preprocessing step is of course the visualization of the model geometry.
There are a few ways to construct the proper geometry using the STAR-CD program. The
mesh definition can be defined in pro-STAR package, or it can be created using another
modeling package (i.e. SolidWorks, ProE, etc.) and imported into the STAR workspace
as geometric data files. STAR-CD interfaces with many widely used packages. For more
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details on these packages the STAR-CD User Guide should be consulted [7]. Geometric
and mesh data can also be imported into pro - STAR for the following types of data:
•

IGES

•

VDA

•

STL

[7]

There are several ways to approach the complete meshing of a model once modeling
has been completed, two such ways will be described briefly. It should also be noted that
the convention for units in STAR-CD is in SI units, so it is advisable to convert any
models designed in another software package to SI units before saving and importing the
file into any STAR-CD package.
2.3.2

Surface Error Correction, Triangulation and Optimization

Pro-am is a meshing package that is a part of the STAR-CD program which allows
the surface import of the data files listed above. Once a model is imported, any surface
errors must be corrected using the cell tools in the surface tools tab. While this method is
good for relatively simple models with a low number of surface errors, more complicated
geometries will take a considerably longer amount of time to complete this process.
Pro-surf is a relatively new meshing package that is available with the STAR-CD to
help ease the time spent on surface error corrections, cell triangulation and optimization.
It is specifically designed to take data files, fix surface errors and triangulate and
optimize the model according to predefined or user defined specifications.
Ultimately, several different triangulation sizes should be tested to try and find the
coarsest grid that will give the results that will be within a specified percent of the results
produced by a finely meshed grid.

2 1
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2.3.3

Subsurface Generation

This option allows for the creation of a subsurface or the creation of a subsurface for
the final assembly model, which will be visualized once the extrusion layer process is
completed. The surface mesh is essentially “shrunk” or “expanded” depending on
whether the flow is internal or external.
2.3.4

Volume Mesh Generation

There are three choices in pro am for volumetric mesh generation; trimmed cell,
tetrahedral and hybrid cell meshes. Hybrid cell meshes employ a combination of three
different cell types, hexahedral, tetrahedral and pyramid cells. The hexahedral cells
compose the center of the mesh while the tetrahedral cells make up the outside of the
mesh. The pyramid cells are placed as a transition between the two types of cells.
2.3.5

Extrusion Layer Generation and Final Assembly

This stage is the final portion of the pro-am process. The first part of the process
requires that the surface being extruded be created, and the second part is the volume
layer extrusion. Once these two steps have been completed, the extruded layer should be
assembled with the generated volume mesh to produce the finally assembly that is ready
to be used by the STAR-CD program.
2.3.6

Boundary Definitions and Fluid Properties

Once all the meshing has been completed, the properties which will dictate the fluid
flow must now be defined. The boundaries of the flow regime must be specified
according to nature of the problem along with the physical properties of the fluid. The use
of user subroutines is also available if non-constant conditions might exist in the flow (i.e.
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changing thermal properties, density, heat flux, etc.). These can be implemented using
FORTRAN coding.
2.3.7

Solution Algorithms

Once the model has been fully defined STAR-CD is ready to mn its analysis. There
are three methods which STAR-CD uses to approach numerical solutions; SIMPLE,
SIMPISO and PISO. SIMPLE is the default option and works well for most steady-state
solutions. PISO is used for transient cases but can also be employed in steady-state
calculations. This is especially helpful when convergence presents an issue in the CFD
analysis. SIMPISO is the option that incorporates both SIMPLE and PISO methods.
SIMPLE and SIMPISO are, in general, solely used for steady-state calculations.

2.4 Analysis and Post-Processing
Once a run has been completed and the solution has converged, post-processing
allows the user to observe the results of the simulation. There are essentially two ways
where there results of the run may be observed. The run-time output can be accessed by
opening the *.run file or the options available in STAR-CD may also be employed to see
the results graphically. There are a variety of ways the user can view the results, they
range from observing vector or scalar data, plotting particle tracks and even creating
animated plots from a sequence of pictures.
This particular study will, in general, follow this process to create and visualize a
CFD analysis for a conceptualized solar receiver design. Using a high Reynolds number k
- e model, the incoming flow will be assumed to be of constant uniform entrace velocity,
turbulent, incompressible and while flowing through the cross flow tubes, be exposed to a
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constant net heat flux. The main topics of interest from the final results will be to
experiment with different diameter header sizes to see which diameters produce the most
evenly distributed flows across all of the receiver tubes, examine the pressure drop across
the receiver tubes, and to find the temperature gain across the receiver with the specified
net heat flux.
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CHAPTER 3

SOLAR RECEIVER DESIGN AND ANALYSIS USING STAR-CD
The design of the solar receiver is an integral part of the receiver/reactor system
because it is the beginning of the cycle system. While there are many different
components to receiver design, this study will only be able to focus on a handful of them.
General receiver/reactor configurations and design considerations will be:
•

Heat transport fluid selection

•

Modeling of conceptual receiver(s)

•

Meshing of receiver(s)

•

Hydrodynamic CFD analysis

•

Thermal CFD analysis

Using the assumption that this system will be in place on a typical solar dish
concentrator will help with some assumptions for geometry based on the focal point of a
solar dish concentrator.

3.1

Heat Transport Fluid Selection
The selection of a high quality heat transfer fluid is obviously an important selection

because it will determine several aspects of the system design. If the heat transport fluid
is a gas, compressibility and pressure effects will have to be considered. Another issue
would be the relatively low heat storage capacity of gases. So, although utilizing
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pressurized air or helium as a heat transfer fluid would prove interesting for direct contact
heat exchange [21], it was decided that fluids would be a more suitable choice. The
reasons for this are, large pressure effects are virtually eliminated in most cases by using
liquids and there are a larger variety o f choices of fluids with excellent heat transport
properties available in the temperature range of choice. In general, several heat transfer
fluids were examined to find the one most suitable theorized use in this particular study.
Table 31 lists some of these fluids.
When it was determined that middle range thermochemical cycles would be
examined and more specifically A NL’s copper chlorine hybrid cycle, the choice of the
heat transfer fluid became molten nitrate salts or solar salt as named in Table 31. In
addition to the fact that the liquid range molten salt is 220 °C to 600 °C, it is also an
excellent heat transport fluid, which makes this a suitable choice for a thermochemical
cycle which has a maximum temperature of 550 °C. Since nitrate salts are unstable above
600 °C, however, care must be taken that the solar receiver does not heat the molten salt
higher than this temperature. Nitrate salt is composed of two different compounds, 60%
NaNOa and 40% KNO and has a molecular weight of 91.438 g/mol.
3
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Table 31 Listing of various heat transfer fluids [15, 16 & 22]

Material
^Li Bep (Flibe)
2

4

NaF-ZrF

4

% ( 50 - 50)

LiF-NaF-ZrF

4

LiF-NaF-KF

(m7s)

(° C )

CO

(kg/m )

(k J /k g ° C )

pC p
(kJ/m^°C)

459

1,430

1,940

2.34

4,540

1 . 0

2.9

500

1,290

3,140

1.17

3,670

2 . 1

0.53

460

7

2,706

1.47

3,978

2 . 1

1.64

—

-268.9

0.179

5.2

0.93

P

Cp
3

454

(@ 500 °C)

vxlO^

Tboii

% ( 42 - 29 - 29 )

Helium

k
(W/m°C
)

Tmelt

2,165

1.189

0.152

2,574

2 . 1

% (1 1 .5 - 4 6 .5 - 4 2 )

Solar Salt
NaNO^-KNO;

3

231.4
(cP)
3.26

220

600

1899

1.495

2839

142

535

1640

1.56

2558

1 2 0

500

1992

1.447

2882

400

815

2.319

1890

-0 .5 2 5

% ( 60 - 4 0 )

Hitec
NaNOg —KNO —
NaNÛ

or cP

(cP)
3.16

3

(cP)

% (7-53-40)

Calcium Nitrate
Salt
NaN —KNO —
Ca(N03)2
0 3

3

6.37
(cP)

% ( 7 - 45 - 4 8 )
. 2

Therminol VP

-

1

13

(cP)

3.1.2

Physical Properties of Nitrate Salts

In the liquid state, the properties of nitrate salts have been derived through
experimental work collected by Sandia National Lab. In the liquid state, the physical
properties of nitrate salt can be expressed in the formulas given below, where T is in °C.
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Density [kg/m ]

/)-2090-0.636r

3.1

Heat Capacity [J/kg-K]

C},=1 4 4 3 +0 .1 7 2 r

3.2

Thermal Conductivity [W/m-K]

j^=0.443+1.9xl0-4T

3.3

U=22.714-0.127+2.281x10-''7:z_i_474xiO'^7^

3.4

Absolute Viscosity [mPa-s]

3.2

Modeling of Conceptual Receiver(s)
All modeling work was done via the SolidWorks software program which allows the

user to draft designs in three dimensional form and also allows the user to save the
models in *.IGES or *.STL data files along with other file types that are compatible with
different software packages. In the end, there were several different conceptual models
drafted in SolidWorks and imported into the STAR-CD program. Figure 3.1 shows the
first of these models. All the models consist of a series of tubes that will carry the molten
nitrate salt though the receiver. Two header tubes will carry the salt in and out and a
series of staggered cross flow tubes that run perpendicular to the header and will carry the
heat transfer fluid through the aperture area where the solar heat will be absorbed by the
fluid to be transported down to the reactors. The staggered tubes will help maximize the
surface area for the solar flux to be absorbed through the aperture. All the models are
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designed to see an aperture area of approximately ’ x ’ but the size of the header and
2

2

cross flow tubes play a significant role in the number of cross flow tubes as can be
observed in each figure. A material choice of stainless steel 304L was chosen, but carbon
steel alloy might also be a suitable choice.
This conceptual model, designed with a sudden expansion and contraction at the inlet
and outlet header tubes, was designed at a larger diameter size (Header at 3” diameter,
expanding to V “and cross flow tubes at 1*4“) than the second model. This was due to
4

2

one main reason, become accustom to the meshing capabilities of pro-am. There was no
heat flux imposed on this model, just simply a hydrodynamic run to observe the velocity
magnitude across the receiver.

Figure 3.1 Conceptual model of receiver with sudden expansion

The second model, observed in Figure 3.2 does not include a sudden expansion or
contraction at the inlet and outlet and is much smaller in diameter than the previous
model. A header diameter of 1” and cross flow tubes of 3/8” were used for the modeling
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of the receiver. A total of 64 cross flow tubes run perpendicular from the header, 32 on
both the top and bottom staggered sections. This model represents a more ideal
configuration for as far as the geometry is concerned.
The third figure is a combination of the previous two models, where a smaller sudden
expansion can be observed and the header and cross flowing tubes where kept the same
diameter as the model shown in Figure 3.2 (1” expanded to 1W’). This model can be
observed in Figure 3.3. However, since the behavior of the fluid shown by the initial
hydrodynamic run showed the same results as the model without the expansion, the
model without the expansion was used (Figure 3.2) because the smaller number of cells
reduced the eomputational time used for each simulation run.

Figure 3.2 Conceptual model or receiver with no expansion
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Figure 3.3 Conceptual model or receiver with small expansion

Lastly, a final model with a header diameter of 1%” with a minor adjustment, an
extension of the header tubes from the final cross flow tubes, was conceptualized. Since
this model gave the best results as far as a uniform velocity distribution, eventually this
would be the model used for the heat transfer simulations. This model, for header
diameter of 1%” is shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4 Receiver model with extended header tubes 1%” diameter
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Once this 1” extension at the end of the receiver produced better results, the previous
models (without any expansion) were also modified and run in this matter (1”, 114”, IV ”
2

& 2”).

3.3

Proeessing of Receiver Designs Hydrodynamic Runs (No expansion model)
While all the receiver models were meshed and run in STAR-CD, the following

seetion will only cover the non expansion models, with the extended wall, that were run
for different header diameters. All of these models were created in SolidWorks, saved as
*.IGES files and imported in to the pro-am meshing package. Eventually, meshing was
taken care of, in large part, by the pro-surf package. Which the following models were all
processed in.
Originally, second model with smaller diameter tubing (shown in Eigure 3.2) was
imported into STAR-CD via pro-AM. The first method was the identical to the
processing of the expansion model where the *.IGES file was imported into pro-AM
where the preprocessing steps took place. This methodology took a signifieantly long
time going through the meshing steps and the resultant model had an extremely large
number of cells, some 2,329,570 fluid cells. The model, with corrected surface errors and
a header diameter of 1” is shown in Figure 3.5. This method was only used for the 1” no
expansion header, mainly due to the fact that the preprocessing steps took such a large
amount of time to process. Because of this, a different method of meshing the model was
sought out.
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STATT^

Figure 3.5 No expansion model surfaee errors fixed

Pro-surf is a software package that comes with the STAR-CD package and is
designed specifically to fix surfaces errors usually eaused when *.IGES, *.STL, and
*.VDA files are imported from a modeling package into the STAR-CD workspace. Using
this package saved a signifieant amount of time for surface error eorrections and grid
generation. Five different header diameters, 1”, 114”, 114”, PA” and 2” were meshed
using this method. All of the models listed previously were run hydro-dynamically to
view the velocity magnitudes and to try and find a header diameter that would produce a
relatively uniform distribution in the cross flow tubes. The final model used for
simulations runs can be seen in Figure 3.6. The header diameter that was used was PA”
and the slight extension of 1” can be seen in Figure 3.6 when eompared the smaller 1”
diameter model in Figure 3.5. These models, unlike the initial expansion model were
created without an outer solid cell layer to reduce the cell count. Instead, wall boundary
conditions were imposed on the outer fluid eells, which, act in the same way. For the
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initial hydrodynamic run, properties were held constant at a temperature of 500 °C. The
properties are listed in Table 311. All simulations runs were run via parallel processing
(up to 10 processors available) which helped to reduce run time significantly. The
turbulence model used was a high Reynolds number k - e turbulence model where the
constants were left unchanged, since there was no experimental data to justify changing
any of the values and where the high Reynolds number assumption was made based on
the inlet molten salt flow (See Table 3III).

Table 311 Values used for hydrodynamic runs
Input

P

Cp

Value

1772
kg/m^

1529
J/kgK

Turbulence
Model
High Re
k-e

k
1.31E-3
Pa s

0.537
W/mK

Residual
Tolerance
0 . 0 0 1

p r o -S T A R 3.2

2 7 -O c t-0 5
V IE W

. U

1 00

1.000

Receiver Inlet

1,000

GLE
GOO

Sample Tubes
U 'top, ' bottom, 15 top,
22"“ top, 32"“ bottom
8

Receiver Outlet
Figure 3.6 Receiver model generated by pro-surf
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3.3.1

Grid Independency

A grid independency test was conducted with the final receiver (1%” diameter) with
another mesh containing roughly 300,000 more cells. The resulting contour plots for
velocity magnitude are shown in the following figures below (16, 17 & 19). By
comparing the velocity profiles of the two grids, the velocity profiles in the cuts though
not exact are close enough in range with respect to each other to justify the use of the
coarser grid which is a significant reduction in cells size (coarse grid size contained
570,907 cells and fine mesh grid contained 831,530 cells).
1.258
1.106
1.079

1.293

0.3064E-02

Figure 3.7 Grid comparisons (isometric view)
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Figure 3.8 Grid comparison at inlet header cross section (fine mesh right top scale, coarse
mesh left bottom scale)

Velocity comparison of coarse and fine mesh
1
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u
)

o

♦ Coarse mesh points
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■ Fine mesh points
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0.7

—

Poly. (Coarse mesh
points)

—

Poly. (Fine mesh points)

0

>

0.65

0.6
0.55
0.5
3

5

P o in t a lo n g cen te rlin e

Figure 3.9 Grid comparisons at various vertical centerline points from Figure 3.13
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Figure 3.10 Grid Comparison at cross sectional tube (fine mesh right, top scale; coarse
mesh left, bottom scale)

Velocity comparison of coarse and fine mesh
Cross flow tubing section

'

0.588
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w

0.488

o
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o
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Poly. (Fine
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—
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mesh)

0.288
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0

2

4

6

Point along centerline
Figure 3.11 Grid comparisons cross sectional tubing from Figure 3.15
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3.3.2

Velocity Magnitude Comparison for Different Header Diameters

Comparison of the velocity magnitude plots for header diameters of 1”, 114”, 1 Vi'
1%” and 2” are shown in figures 3.7 to 3.11, in respective sequence. Though the
diameters of each model were changed, the mass flow rates of all of them were left
constant (3.31 kg/s). Table 3111 shows the change in header diameter and change in
velocity for each model.

Table 3 III Listed inlet velocities cell count and Reynolds number of models
Header
diameter (in.)
”

Specified inlet
velocity (m/s)

1&4"
lyy'

Reynolds number
126,570

610,272

2J^

101,360

595,894

1.64

84,520

609,188

1 . 2

72,152

570,907

0.9216

63J28

576J73

1

134”
2

”

Cell count
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pro-ST A R 3.2
03-Nov-OS
VELOCITY MAQNI
M/S
ITER =
65
LOCAL M X . 4.710
LOCAL M N- 0.297(

4 .7 1 0
4 .3 7 4
4 .0 3 7
3.701
3.364
3.028
2.692
2.355
2.019
1.682
1.346

-----

1.010
0.6731
0.3367
Ü.2978E- 03

Figure 3.12 Velocity magnitudes 1” header

3.123
2.900
VELO(
ITER =
LOCA
LOCA

2.677
2.454
2.231
2.008
1.785
1.562
1.339
1.116
0.8935
0.6706
0.4476
0.2247
0.1 7 5 2 E - 0 2

Figure 3.13 Velocity magnitudes 114” header
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I

»

pro-STAR 3.2
03-NOV-05
VELOCITYM AGNITUDÉ
ITER =
76
LOCAL MX= 2.119
LOCAL M N - D.1429E-I

2 .1 1 9
1 ,9 6 7
1 .8 1 6
1 .6 6 5
1 .5 1 4
1 .3 6 3
1.211
1 .0 6 0
0 .8 0 8 8
0 .7 5 7 6
0 .6 0 6 4
0.4551
0 .3 0 3 9
0 .1 5 2 7
0 .1 4 2 9 E - 0 2

Figure 3.14 Velocity magnitudes 116" header
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ELOCITY MAGNITUDE
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OCAL M N- 0.9466E-0H
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0 .5 7 6 5
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0 .1 2 2 9
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Figure 3.15 Velocity magnitudes 1%” header
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-R =
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0.9202
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0.7330
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0.2824
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0 . 5557
0 . 4646
0 . 3735
0 . 2824
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0.9106E-02

0.1002
0.9106E -02

Figure 3.16 Velocity magnitudes 2” header

From the figures, it is plainly clear that as the header size increases, the velocity
magnitude becomes more uniform though the cross flow tubes. To further verify this, a
section cut at the middle of the receiver was made and velocity magnitude estimates were
made at the

top tube, * bottom tube, 15* top tube, and 32"‘*bottom tube (final tube),
8

and were plotted against each other to obtain a rough estimate of the velocity magnitude
behavior at the respective tubes. Figure 3.12 shows this plot.
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Velocity magnitudes vs header diameter
at 4 cross flow receiver tubes
* 1 .7 5 inch
* 2 inch
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1 .2 5 inch
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Expon. (1 .7 5 inch)
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— Expon. (1 .5 inch)

Sample Tube

Figure 3.17 Change in velocity magnitude at each cross tube sample

Velocity magnitude plots of 1.75 In and 2 In
header
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Figure 3.18 Velocity magnitudes of %” and 2” plots
1
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The two largest diameters showed the most uniform distribution of flow. However,
since the ” header diameter results were extremely close to the %” header, it was
2

1

decided that the latter be used in the simulations to follow.
3.3.3

Static Pressure Comparison for Different Header Diameters

Static pressure changes through the entirely of the cycle are also of interest when
examining these hydrodynamic runs. A sectional cut made approximately halfway from
the inlet and outlet flow location to the first cross flow tube was made for each respective
model diameter and the change in static pressure over the receiver was recorded. As the
header diameter was increased, there was a noticeable difference in pressure drop. The
trend of the decrease is show in the figure below.

Change in Pressure for different diameter tubing
1 8000
16000
?

14000 -

o.
Q.
I 10000
1 2 0 0 0

♦ DeltaP
Poly. (DeltaP)

£

8000

%

6000

a.

4000 -

3

2000
0

»

-

r
1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

D iam eter (in)

Figure 3.19 Trend of change in static pressure for different pipe diameters
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Change in Delta P Sample tubes
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700

Q
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♦
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32 bottom

300
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T
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Sample tube number (Samples taken at
1 , 8,15 & 32 )

Figure 3.20 Change in Pressure across sample tubes (1%” diameter receiver model)

3.3.4

Hydrodynamic Run Results, Velocity Magnitude Plots (1%” header)

The following plots show, in more detail, fluid behavior as it travels throughout the
receiver.

1537
1.483
1.370
1 257

D

1.143
1.030
0.3164
0.8031
0.6837
0.5763
0.4629
0.3496
0.2362
0.1228
0.3474E -02

r
Figure 3.21 Velocity vector plots top cross flow tubes y-axis view
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1 .5 9 7
1 .4 8 3
1 .3 7 0
1 .2 5 7
1 .1 4 3
1 .0 3 0
0 .9 1 6 4
0 .8 0 3 1
0 .6 8 9 7
0 .5 7 6 3
0 .4 6 2 9

_ _

0 .3 4 9 6
0 .2 3 6 2
0.1 2 2 8
0 .9 4 7 4 E -0 2

Figure 3.22 Inlet header front tubes y-axis view

In figures 3.23 and 3.24, at the back end of the receiver, the molten salt shows some
circulations creating a small zone where the velocity magnitude decreases significantly.
This which may explain why extending the hack end of the receiver by I ” helped with
better velocity distribution through the cross flow tubes.

D
I':'

.

1

Figure 3.23 Inlet header rear tubes y-axis view
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1.597
1.463
1.370
1.257
1 .143
1 .0 3 0
0.91 64
0.8031
0 .6 6 9 7
0 .5 7 6 3
0 .4 6 2 9
0 .3 4 9 6
0 .2 3 6 2
0.1 2 2 8
0 .9 4 7 4 E -0 2

1ZG5

VELOCITYMAGNITUDE

1175
LOCAL M X - ) 2ES
LOCAL M N- 0 1342E-01

1.086
0.9964
0.9071
0.8177
0.7283
0.6,390
0.5496
0.4602
0.3709
0.2815
0.1921
0.1028
0.1342E -01

Figure 3.24 Inlet header center cut x-axis view

1 .5 9 7
1 .4 8 3
1 .370
1 257
1 .1 4 3
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0.9 1 6 4
0 .8 0 3 1
0 .6 6 9 7
0 5763
0 4629
0 .3 4 9 6
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0.1 2 2 6
0 .9 4 7 4 E - 02

Figure 3.25 Outlet header top tuhes y-axis view

D
L«:A LM X ^'’o,B766
LOCAL MN- 0.6623

Figure 3.26 Cross section velocity magnitudes F ' cross tube
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D
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0.3115
0.3105
0.3095
0.3084
0.3074
0.3064
0.3054

Figure 3.27 Cross section velocity magnitudes final cross tube

pro-STAR 3.2
04-N O V -05
VELOCITY MAGNITU
M/S
ITER 274
LOCAL M X - 1.597
LOCAL M N - 0.2684

I

1.597
1.502
1.407
1.312
1.217
1 . 12 2

1.027
0.9325
0.8376
0.7428
0.6479
0.5530
0.4581
0.3633
0.2684

Figure 3.28 Cross section velocity magnitudes outlet head
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1 597
1.483
1.370
12 57
1.143
1.030
0.3164
0.8031
0.6897
0.5763
0.4629
0.3496
0.2362
0.1228
0.9474E-02

Figure 3.29 Isometric view velocity magnitudes

1.597
1.484
1.372
1.260
1.148
1.035
0.9230
0.8108
0.6985
0.5862
0.4739
0.3617
0.2494
0.1371
Ü.2487E-01

Figure 3.30 Horizontal cut of velocity magnitude outlet receiver tube

From the last three figures, it is apparent that the velocity profile has not has time to
fully develop once it exits the header and the velocity profile is such that the fastest flow
occurs on the outside of the header outlet.
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3.4

Processing of Receiver Model (Heat flux simulations)
The net heat flux acting on the system was from a mixture of several sources, solar

concentrated heat flux, and convection, radiation loss. The heat flux was imposed on the
front face of the receiver model can be seen in Figure 3.31 (Area of flux = 0.74606 m^).
The inlet and outlet headers were left as adiabatic as was the bottom half of the cross
flow tubes and the back wall of the receiver. Also, since these properties vary with
change in temperature, subroutines for density, specific heat, thermal conductivity and
molecular viscosity were also written into the simulation. The source code for the
subroutines, written in FORTRAN, is shown in Appendix A. The boundary definitions
are also listed in Table 31V. Table 3V lists the changes in property definition used for the
heat flux runs.

D
O I-N o v -0 5
V IE W
0.000
0.000
ANGLE
3.164
D ISTANCE
502.301
CENTER
304.800
-459.9 00
EHIDDEN PLOT
BOUNDARIES

Figure 3.31 Boundary where heat flux was imposed
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Table 31V Boundaries used in heat flux runs
Boundary name

Number of Boundary Faces

Wall flux

157,612

Wall Adiabatic

99,324

Inlet

28

Outlet

30

Total

256,994

Table 3V Property definitions
Value

Properties
p,Cp,

User defined subroutines

k&ji

160,000 W/m^

q”
Velocity

1 . 2

Residual Tolerance

3.4.1

m/s

0 . 0 0 0 1

Processing & Precision

9, double precision

Iterations

273

Heat Flux Simulation Results (Maximum heat flux)

There were two runs conducted for heat transfer over the receiver face. The first was
run at the maximum heat flux (12 P.M. and 1 P.M.) and the second run at the minimum
(7 A.M.). The following plots show the simulation results for the maximum heat flux run.
A net heat flux of 160,000 w W was imposed on the flux boundary for this run.
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STAR

2

8 1 7 .2
8 1 5 .0
8 1 2 .8
8 1 0 .6

07-Woy-05
TOTAL TEMPERATURE
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8 0 8 .4
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8 0 3 .9
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7 8 8 .5

I
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Figure 3.32 Temperature contour plot (Top view)

8 1 7 .2
6 1 5 .0
8 1 2 .8
8 1 0 .6
8 0 8 .4
8 0 6 .2
8 0 3 .9
6 0 1 .7
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7 6 1 .8
7 7 3 .6
7 7 7 .4
7 7 5 .2
7 7 3 .0

Figure 3.33 Temperature contour (Isometric view)
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313,8
312.6
310.1

8 05.2
8 03.9

802,7
3 01.4

800.2
7 9 3 .0

7 94.0
7 92.8
7 31.5

730.3

Figure 3.34 Temperature contour outlet tube

8 1 5 .6
8 1 4 .0
8 1 2 .5

Figure 3.35 Temperature contour outlet tube (vertical cut)

811

I

Figure 3.36 Temperature contour plot (horizontal cut)

0

80 3 5
808.0
806.5
805.0
803.5
802.0
800.5
799.0
7 9 7 .5
736 0
794.5
793.0
7 9 1 .5
79 0 0
788.5
787.0
78 5 5

Sample cuts were also taken from the cross flow tubes approximately %th of the way
down to examine the temperature profile in 5 different tubes; the

top, * bottom, 15*
8

top, 22"'* top and 32"'* bottom tube, where the top tubes total 32 and the bottom tubes total
32 as well. Figure 3.37 shows a plot of these samples. All of the temperature profiles
were layered horizontally (highest temperature at the top, lowest at the bottom), as is to
be expected since heat flux is only imposed on the top face of the cross flow tubes.
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Temperature gradient of cross flow tubes

1St tube top
8th bottom
15th top
22nd top
32nd bottom
Poly. (15th top)
Poly. (22nd top)
■Poly. (32nd bottom)
■Poly. (8th bottom)
1

2

3

■Poly. (1 St tu b e to p )

4

Sample Point in tube (bottom to top)

Figure 3.37 Temperature gradients vertically in sample tubes

Temperature Increase Through Sample Tubes
805
1st
800
2

8th
15th

795

22nd
2

I

790

32nd
•Linear (1st)

785

E

■Linear (8th)
780

Linear (15th)

775

Linear (22nd)
•Linear (32nd)

770
1

2

3

Section cut (Front, mid, end)
Figure 3.38 Temperature increase across sample tubes
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The sections where the flow rates are the slowest absorb a significantly larger amount
of heat than the tubes towards the front of the inlet, which experience the fastest flow
rates.
3.4.2

Heat Flux Simulations Results (Minimum heat flux)

Results from the minimum heat flux imposed on the receiver face are shown in the
series of figures below. The heat flux imposed on the wall face was 95,000 W/m^.

799 2
797.4
795.5
793.6
791.7
789.9
788.0
786.1
784.2
782.4
780.5
778.6
776.7
774.9
773.0

Figure 3.39 Temperature contours isometric view
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793.2
pro-STAR 3.2

797.4
07-Nov-OS
TOTAL TEMPERATURE
ABSOLUTE
KELVIN
LOCAL M X - 799.2
LOCAL M N- 773.0

795.5
793.6
791.7
789.9
788.0
786.1

NEE:

784.2
782.4
780.5
778.6
776.7
774.9
773.0

Figure 3.40 Temperature contours minimum heat flux
797.2
796.2
795.1
794.1
793.0
792.0
790.9
789.9
788.8
767.8
786.7
785.7
764.6
783.6
782.6

Figure 3.41 Temperature contours outlet tube (vertical cut)

798.3
797.0
795.7
794.4
793.2
791.9
790.6
789.3
788.1

Figure 3.42 Temperature contours outlet tube (horizontal cut)

786.8
785.5
784.2
763.0
781.7
780.4

Again, the temperature contours are plotted in Figure 3.42.
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Temperature gradient of cross flow tubes
minimum heat flux
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3

4

5

• Poly. (1 St tube top)

S a m p l e P o i n t in t u b e ( b o t t o m t o t o p )

Figure 3.43 Temperature gradient for minimum heat flux (7 A.M.)

Temperature Increase Through Sample Tubes
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Figure 3.44 Temperature increase across sample tubes (7 A.M.)
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3.5

Conservation Equations
The final check for the model consistency was to check the model to see if mass and

energy is conserved through the receiver model. This was only done for mesh where the
maximum heat flux was imposed.
Conservation of mass
^ 'i P i .o u f ^ i .o u t ^ i .n u t

^ \ P i . i n ^ i . i n ^ j.in

i

3.5

^

j

Conservation of energy
' ^ i , o u t P i , o u t ^ i , o u t ^ i , n i i t ^ j . i n ^ j . i n ^ j.in ^ P j
1

^ n e r flitx

j

3.6

And the bulk temperature can be calculated by:

Y ^ P iC p J i^ A i

Tb u lk ,o u t — '

4

3.7

i

Where:
i = number of cell faces on the outlet
j = number of cell faces on the inlet
Tbuik,out = Bulk outlet temperature
T = Estimated temperature at each cell face
u = Estimated velocity at each cell face
A = Area of each cell face
The values for the mass flow rate in and out were derived using Microsoft Excel
where the values are given in Tables 3VI & 3VII. The difference between the mass flow
rates was 0.0013 which gives a percent errorof 0.04%. For the heat flux, the imposed
heat flux on the model, 160,000 W/m^, multiplied by the area of the heat flux boundary
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gave a heat flux of 119,359 W, and when compared to the derived heat flux from the inlet
and outlet values, 117,575.9 W gives a percent error of 1.5%. Both measurements fall
within an acceptable range of accuracy.
The bulk exit temperature for the maximum heat flux model was calculated to be
approximately 795 K and the bulk exit temperature for the minimum heat flux model was
approximately 786 K.
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7J
CD
■D
O
Q.
C

gQ.
■CDD
(/)
(/)

Table 3VI Property values for outlet receiver header (Maximum heat flux)
Cell
Face #

8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

CD

33"
CD
CD

■D
O
Q.
C

a
o
3
"O

LA
kO

o

CD

Q.

"O
CD
C/)

(/)

Z

A mm^2
36.7805
49.0758
38.218
51.1208
38.77
34.073
38.718
64.5735
39.789
40.308
68.9299
42.597
37.9246
42.02
79.7626
40.448
36.1055
40.8057
53.228
39.3026
49.8127
37.3605
32.2705
56.6426
59.1726
75.8275
80.4952
88.5317
61.769
57.778
1512.2108

Am^2
3.67805E-05
4.90758E-05
0.000038218
5.11208E-05
0.00003877
0.000034073
0.000038718
6.45735E-05
0.000039789
0.000040308
6.89299E-05
0.000042597
3.79246E-05
0.00004202
7.97626E-05
0.000040448
3.61055E-05
4.08057E-05
0.000053228
3.93026E-05
4.98127E-05
3.73605E-05
3.22705E-05
5.66426E-05
5.91726E-05
7.58275E-05
8.04952E-05
8.85317E-05
0.000061769
0.000057778
0.001512211

vel.
(m/s)
1.177
1.209
1.241
1.2725
1.2725
1.336
1.368
1.368
1.304
1.241
1.209
1.177
1.177
1.145
1.145
1.113
1.049
1.049
1.049
1.049
1.081
1.081
1.113
1.241
1.304
1.336
1.2725
1.209
1.177
1.145

temp (K)
796.2
796.6
797
797.4
797.75
797.75
797
796.6
796.2
795.8
795.1
794.7
794.3
793.5
793.5
793.15
792.8
792.8
794.3
794.3
795.1
795.1
795.8
796.2
796.6
796.2
795.1
793.9
793.9
795.1
23859.75

cp
(J/kgK)
1533
1533
1533
1533
1533
1533
1533
1533
1533
1533
1533
1533
1533
1533
1532.5
1532
1532
1532.5
1532.5
1532
1532
1533
1533
1533
1533
1533
1533
1533
1533
1533
45984.5

P
(kg/m-^3)
1757
1757
1757
1756.5
1756
1756
1757
1757
1757
1757.5
1758
1758
1758.5
1759
1759
1759.5
1760
1759
1759
1758.5
1758
1758
1758.5
1757
1757
1757
1758
1759
1758.5
1758

pl*cprTI*vi*Ai
92838.94172
127305.717
101815.0492
139676.059
105946.6115
97757.55044
113702.8238
189537.2793
111269.6457
107251.7667
178573.3839
107379.0891
95579.89779
102947.6554
195352.0813
96248.85719
80962.50305
91480.02712
119554.6635
88223.1317
115309.5204
86540.84927
77052.95897
150747.8237
165558.8733
217254.7525
219487.8851
229138.9406
155595.6183
141759.0422
3901848.999

pi*cpi*ui*Ai
116.602539
159.811344
127.747866
175.164358
132.806783
122.541586
142.663518
237.932814
139.750874
134.772263
224.592358
135.119025
120.332239
129.738696
246.190399
121.350132
102.122229
115.388531
150.515754
111.07029
145.02518
108.842723
96.8245275
189.334117
207.831877
272.864547
276.050667
288.624437
195.988939
178.290834
4905.89145

mdot
0.076061669
0.104247452
0.083331941
0.114262464
0.086631953
0.079935803
0.093061656
0.155207315
0.091161692
0.087914066
0.146505126
0.088140264
0.078494612
0.084630591
0.160646263
0.079210269
0.066659418
0.07529431
0.098215827
0.07250019
0.094663955
0.070999819
0.063160161
0.123505621
0.135572001
0.177993834
0.18007219
0.188274258
0.127846666
0.116301914
3.2005033

CD

■D
O
Q.
C

gQ.
■CDD
C/)

(/)

Table 3VII Property values for inlet receiver header
Inlet cell
face
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

8
(O '

3.
3"
CD
CD

■D
O
Q.

o\
o

C

a
o
3
"O
o

CD

Q.

■CDD
(/)
(/)

Z

A mm^2
41.5537
66.875
39.6112
39.6111
66.8174
41.6019
36.8807
41.0844
79.6521
40.8442
36.6015
41.3233
66.6709
39.495
39.5273
66.7843
41.4688
36.783
41.037
79.7204
41.0253
36.8236
72.4212
72.2352
80.4859
72.3537
72.322
80.6026
1512.2127

A m^2
4.15537E-05
0.000066875
3.96112E-05
3.9611 IE-05
6.68174E-05
4.16019E-05
3.68807E-05
4.10844E-05
7.96521 E-05
4.08442E-05
3.66015E-05
4.13233E-05
6.66709E-05
0.000039495
3.95273E-05
6.67843E-05
4.14688E-05
0.000036783
0.000041037
7.97204E-05
4.10253E-05
3.68236E-05
7.24212E-05
7.22352E-05
8.04859E-05
7.23537E-05
0.000072322
8.06026E-05
0.001512213

vel.
(m/s)
1.18
1.197
1.18
1.186
1.203
1.203
1.197
1.186
1.203
1.18
1.18
1.186
1.197
1.186
1.18
1.197
1.203
1.197
1.186
1.203
1.197
1.186
1.197
1.197
1.197
1.197
1.203
1.203

qflux star =

160000

W/m^2

qflux*areaflux =

119369

W

temp
(K)
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773
773

cp
(J/kgK)
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529
1529

qnet balance =
m ass balance
difference =

P
(kg/m^3)
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772
1772

pi*cpi*Ti*vi*Ai
102693.3696
167651.9628
97892.78937
98390.30092
168347.1997
104816.4605
92457.89524
102049.8416
200684.3724
100939.953
90454.79385
102643.247
167140.2953
98101.91928
97685.44384
167424.5829
104481.1135
92212.96669
101932.1044
200856.455
102848.1805
91466.40929
181555.9825
181089.6907
201773.7437
181386.7637
182216.102
203079.1679
3784273.107

117575.9

W

0.001306

kg/s

pi*cpi*ui*Ai
132.850413
216.884816
126.64009
127.283701
217.784217
135.596973
119.609179
132.017906
259.617558
130.582087
117.017845
132.785572
216.222892
126.910633
126.371855
216.590663
135.163148
119.292324
131.865594
259.840175
133.050686
118.326532
234.871905
234.268681
261.026835
234.652993
235.725876
262.715612
4895.56676
Tbulkin =
Tbulk out =

mdot
0.086887125
0.141847493
0.082825435
0.083246371
0.142435721
0.088683436
0.078227063
0.086342646
0.169795656
0.085403588
0.076532272
0.086844717
0.141414579
0.083002376
0.082650003
0.14165511
0.088399704
0.078019833
0.086243031
0.169941252
0.087018107
0.077388183
0.153611449
0.153216927
0.170717355
0.153468275
0.154169965
0.171821852
3,201809524
773 K
795.3394488

K

CHAPTER 4

MACRO SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND MODELING USING MATLAB
The macro system modeling focuses on three major components essential to the
receiver/reactor system; the heat balance through the receiver tubes and the analysis of
the two heat exchangers that will provide the heat for the two thermochemical reactions
in the copper-chlorine cycle. The modeling and geometry of the system is based on the
assumption that the system will be constructed to fit a solar dish concentrator. A general
schematic of this configuration is shown in Figure 4.1.

H2

Reactor 3

2Cu

2HC1

VL

Figure 4.1 Flowchart for receiver/reactor system
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The areas of the plate fin heat exchangers have been assumed but can easily be
changed inside the program if a different exchanger sizing is required or desired for
system behavior. The program prompts the user to enter a desired value for the inlet
molten salt temperature flowing into the receiver header. Following that, a heat balance
on a receiver section will be performed, solving for the mass flow rate through the
receiver tubes. The user will be prompted to enter the desired entering steam temperature
and HCl temperature and will output the resulting exiting steam temperature and the
exiting molten salt temperature. The flow rates for both HCl and steam begin by
assuming a 2 kg/s flow rate. After the initial system loop, the program will check the
exiting molten salt temperature with the initially specified mean temperature and adjust
the mass flow rates of the HCl and steam until the specified mean temperature and the
exiting molten salt temperature after the system analysis are within a 1 °C tolerance of
each other. Once this initial balance has been completed, the program continues using
almost identical formulation to try and plot the system behavior for additional cycles. For
these purposes, the program was set to loop

6

times. Though the program takes 12 points

at hour intervals during the course of one day, each of these points will be analyzed
individually as a steady state process. After the completion of the program, outputs of the
program such as exit temperature and pressure drops could be analyzed. Before the
system balance is assembled, however, an estimate on the solar intensity must first be
made.
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4.1

ASHRAE Clear Sky Model
The ASHRAE Clear Sky Model is an equation that predicts the apparent solar

radiation for a given day during the year for an apparent clear day. The set of equations
that give the values for the final form of this model are shown in Appendix B. This final
equation is given by equation 4.1. Since the mirrors will always be facing normal to the
sun’s rays, the normal direct irradiation is the only term of importance in the model.

'- 'A 'D —

exp

( B 1
t,sin(yg)J

4.1

Where:
A = Apparent solar irradiation at air mass equal to zero
B = Atmospheric extinction coefficient
P = Sun’s altitude angle
G nd = Normal direct irradiation [W/m^]

Table 41 Apparent Normal Direct irradiation over a 12-hour period [W/m ]
7 am

8am

9am

10am

1 la m

12am

1pm

2pm

3pm

4pm

5pm

6pm

609

758

83 1

870

892

9 0 1 .5

9 0 1 .5

892

870

830

758

609

And qfiux” = 250-GNofor a solar dish concentrator with a concentration factor of 250 suns.
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C o n c e n tra te d sola r h e at flux a t 2 5 0 s un s o v e r o n e d a y

10

12
T im e o f d a y

Figure 4.2 Concentrated solar heat flux on the receiver (W/m^) vs. time of day

4.2

Receiver Balance
The formulation of the flow rates through the receiver tubes can be solved for by first

applying a heat balance on a section of the tuhing.

^ flu x

^ rad

^ con v

^ con d

^ h tf

Where:
qflux = eoncentrated solar heat flux
qrad = radiation loss to ambient
qconv = convection heat loss to ambient
qcond = conduction loss
qhtf = heat transfer to molten salt
The equations are formulated based on several assumptions; the heat flux is
concentrated uniformly on half of the circular tube, the components in equation 4.2 are
the only heat losses and gains in the receiver component, and the convection losses
assume there is no wind at that particular moment in time. Each of the heat loss terms
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will be described in the following sections. Figure 4.3 shows a schematic of the receiver
heat balance on a 1-inch section of receiver piping. All the receiver balance calculations
on the cross sectional tubing were formulated in SI units and then converted to English
units for the energy balance (This only occurred for the length; meters to inches).
Sectioned into 24 pieces, values were formulated for each section of the tubing as the
molten salt passed through. Once this was completed the rest of the analysis was
conducted using SI units. The energy balance formulation follows methodologies
described in several different references ([

1 0

], [

1 1

], and [

1 2

]).

Arad

conv

Figure 4.3 Heat balance on section of receiver tube
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4.2.1

Radiation Loss

Radiation loss to the ambient is represented by equation 4.3 given below:

Where:
a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant [W/m^K]
Dout = Diameter of the cross flow receiver tubing [m]
e = emissivity
Ts = Surface temperature of receiver [K]
Too = Ambient temperature ((Too - 10) is the effective sky temperature) [K]
4.2.2

Convection Loss

The heat loss from convection will be the highest source of heat loss even for the no
wind case that is assumed for this situation. It is assumed that the convection term acts
only on the top half of the receiver tubes. The Nusselt number correlation (Eq. 4.6) is for
the case of natural convection developed by Pern and Gebhart [11] for constant heat flux
on a horizontal surface and is also described in the text. Convective Heat Transfer 2"^ Ed.

<iconv - ~ K ir^^out

^ )

4.4

Where the heat transfer coefficient is given by:

4.5

W » ,= 0 .5 0 1 3 ( C r ,|p r > ‘ )
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4.6

And the Grashof number is defined as:
8-

Where:
hair = Convection heat transfer coefficient [W/m^K]
Nuair = Nusselt number
kair = thermal conductivity [W/m^K]
Raair = Rayleigh number
pair = Volumetric thermal expansion coefficient [1/K]
Prair = Prandtl number
Grair = Grashof number

4.2.2

Conduction through Pipe Walls

The thermal resistance of conduction through the piping wall is given by equation 4.8.

in

out

n
ConductionR = — \ fM/
2#

4.8

This gives a result of about 0.69 e-03, which when compared to the thermal resistance of
convection and radiation (0.25 & 1.6, respectively), allowing for the neglection of this
term, without significant deviation, from the heat balance equation.
4.2.4

Convection Heat Transfer to the Heat Transfer Fluid

The final component is the heat being absorbed by the heat transfer fluid. By taking a
1

” section of the receiver tubing, the heat transfer to the molten nitrate salt is given by

AT + - ( t / mean,in. - U

mean ,out

)
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4.9

Because the mass flow rate is left at a constant value, the change in the velocity, Ume;
will only depend on the slight change in temperature which will affect the density of the
molten salt.

mean an

4.3

Heat Exchanger Calculations
Since the geometry of the solar receiver is designed around a solar dish concentrator

and the reactors will probably not be too large, the heat exchangers will be designed to be
relatively compact plate-fin heat exchangers. Both the heat exchangers will transfer the
heat from the molten nitrate salt directly to the gases in the thermochemical steps (HCl
and steam). For the heat exchanger containing steam, the plate fin material will be
assumed to be aluminum which has very good conductivity properties. For the heat
exchanger containing HCl, a composite material, CSiC will be used for the fin, plate
design. Though CSiC desirable high temperature thermal qualities, there has been no
metallurgical testing or studies have been done to completely justify the effects of HCl on
CSiC. However, for the program’s purposes this will be assumption made for material
selection. The equations that govern the thermal characteristics of both heat exchangers
are identical and are written in the following equations. Methodology for the thermal
characteristics as well as geometry equations have been acquired from two texts.
Introduction to Heat Transfer (Incorpera and DeWitt [12]) and Heating, Ventilating, and
Air Conditioning (McQuiston, Parker and Spitler [13]), respectively.
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The exiting temperature of both the vapor and the heat exchanger fluid are given by
the following two equations:

Where:
q = heat transfer rate [W]
Cc = heat capacity rate of cold fluid [J/K]
Ch = heat capacity rate of hot fluid [J/K]
To obtain the value of q, the equations below must be solved for.
(! = £■

4.13

• ^h,i - Tc,i )

e is effectiveness and is given by a relationship given in Introduction to Heat Transfer by
Incropera and Dewitt [11].

e = \ - exp — •

• (exp(- c , •/v rt/"-'' ) - )
1

NTU =

4.14

4.16
^min
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The overall heat transfer coefficient must now be solved by:

1

■A.
V
j
2;r L A:fin

In

1

1
■+

+ -

/lA

4.17

And:

And the surface effectiveness is given by:

Where:
NTU = Number of transfer units
Uo = Overall heat transfer coefficient
kfin = Thermal conductivity of the fin material [W/mK] (100 W/mK for aluminum and 20
W/mK for CSiC)
riso = surface effectiveness
Tj = fin efficiency
Xa & Xb = vertical and horizontal distance between exchanger tubes, respectively
a = ratio of outside area to volume of heat exchanger

4.4

Simulations Results
Upon running the computer code, the following inputs were used:
Reflectivity of solar mirrors = 0.9
Inlet molten salt temp = 550 °C
Inlet steam temp = 400 °C
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Inlet HCl temp = 220 °C
For the initial loop adjusting the steam and HCl mass flow rates, the program performed
1884 iterations till convergence to within a 1 °C tolerance. The mass flow rates for

C

_ m in([c,
max([C^

C j)
C j)

steam and HCl through the heat exchangers are listed in Figures 4.4 & 4.5.

M a s s f lo w ra te o f s te a m v s tim e o f d a y

5 0.14

T im e o f d a y

Figure 4.4 Mass flow rate of steam (kg/s) vs. time of day (hr abs)
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4.15

M a s s flo w ra te o f H C l v s tim e o f d a y

5 0.14

16

18

T im e o f d a y

Figure 4.5 Mass flow rate of HCl (kg/s) vs. time of day (hr abs)

Once the mass flow rates have been determined by the initial loop, they remain
constant throughout the duration of the system loop. The mass flow rate of the molten salt
flowing through the receiver is adjusted for each loop as the mean inlet temperature is
brought into the receiver. The mean temperature is also adjusted for each loop. The AT
across the receiver is assumed for each hour and the corresponding mean temperature and
mass flow rate are solved. This AT assumption was made to approximate the heat transfer
STAR-CD simulation results. The adjusted mass flow rate solves the heat balance
equation (Equation 4.2) until the equation converges to a specified tolerance (tolerance <
0.09). Figures 4.6 and 4.7 are plots of the mean temperature through the distance of the
receiver tubes. Since this model is not a startup operation and assumes that the system is
working at essentially a steady state process, the inlet temperature increase with each
system loop is not significant, but can be noticed in the series of subplots shown in Figure
4.6. Figure 4.7 is an individual plot of the mean temperature through the receiver tubes at
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the final iteration

( 6

in this case). Figure 4.8 shows the mass flow rates through the

receiver at each iteration loop. Again, the mass flow rates are virtually equal to each other
after each system loop.

Value of Mean Temperature Through Receiver Tubes

2 600

600 T

565

i

560

'I 550

550 i -

555
18l6
0.5
Time of day

^

^

550

Distance (m)

6

0

6

0

600

600 550

0.5
6

0

Figure 4.6 Mean temperature plots for receiver tubes for each loop
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M ean tem perature of molten salt througti receiver tubes

574

i
1) 560

Time of day

6

0

Distance (m)

Figure 4.7 Mean temperatures through receiver tubes at final system loop

M a s s flo w ra te th ro u g h re c e iv e r o v e r o n e d a y
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Figure 4.8 Mass flow rate of molten salt through cross flowing receiver tubes (kg/s)
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As the plot in Figure 4.8 shows, the average mass flow rate varies very little for each
loop through the system. The corresponding Reynolds number and pressure drop for
these flow rates are graphed in Figures 4.9 & 4.10.

R e y n o ld s n u m b e r o f m o lte n sa lt th ro u g h re c e iv e r
ite r a tio n i
ite ra tio n 2
ite ra tio n s
Ite ra tio n #
Ite ra tio n s
Ite ra tio n s

« 4000

10

12

14

T im e o f da y

Figure 4.9 Reynolds number through receiver tubes

C h a n g e in P re s s u re th ro u g h re c e iv e r

220
4-

200

ite r a tio n i
ite ra tio n 2
ite ra tio n s
ite ra tio n s
ite ra tio n s

180
160
140

CL 1 2 0

60

T im e o f d a y

Figure 4.10 Pressure drop through receiver tubes
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The exiting molten salt is taken into the first heat exchanger where it is transferred to
the first reactant gas, steam. Once the program accepts the inlet temperature for the heat
exchanger fluids, the fluid is continually cycled through as can be seen by the continual
increase in temperature for each system iteration step. Once the ideal temperature is
reached or passed (550 °C for steam and 450 °C for HCl), the program sets the new
incoming temperature to that of the previous temperature (i.e. if a incoming temperature
of 440 °C gives an outgoing temperature of 470 °C the new value is stored at 440 °C
again). Figures 4.11 & 4.12 show the exit steam temperatures for each system loop, and
Figure 4.13 shows the exit temperatures for the molten salt leaving the first heat
exchanger and finally 4.14 shows the plot of the pressure drop through the exchanger.

Temperature of steam flovwng out at various mass flow rates (Heat exchanger 1)
560

Ë 540
ra 520

Time of day

6

1

Figure 4.11 Exit steam temperatures 3-D plot
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T e m p e ra tu re o f s te a m flo w in g o u t a t v a r io u s m a s s flo w ra te s (H e a t e x c h a n g e r 1 )
itera tic
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itera tic

12

14

T im e o f d a y

Figure 4.12 Exit steam temperatures 2-D plot
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Figure 4.13 Exit molten salt temperatures heat exchanger 1
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Figure 4.16 Exit HCl temperatures 2-D plot
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Figure 4.17 Exit molten salt temperatures for heat exchanger 2
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C h a n g e in P re s s u re th ro u g h h e a t e x c h a n g e r 2
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Figure 4.18 Pressure drop through heat exchanger 2

One thing that is noticeable from the plots is that even though the initially specified
FlCl temperature is relatively low, compared to that of the steam, it reached its ideal
temperature faster, due to the fact that the temperature difference between the HCl and
the incoming molten salt is greater than that of the steam. There are several other values
that can be drawn from the coding as it stores all the values used during the duration of
the program, including the heat transfer coefficients, Nusselt numbers and Prandtl
numbers, among other things. The values for the plotted graphs along with the source
code can be found in Appendix B for reference.

4.5

Thermal Performance
For each of the three components to the macro model, performance calculations were

made for each time of day and each loop through the system. The receiver efficiency and
the effectiveness of the two heat exchangers are plotted in the following figures.
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E ffic ie n c y o f th e re c e iv e r o v e r o n e d a y
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Figure 4.19 Thermal efficiency of the receiver model
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Figure 4.20 Effectiveness of heat exchanger 1 (Steam)
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H e a t E x c h a n g e r E ffe c tiv e n e s s o v e r o n e d a y (H C i)
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Figure 4.21 Effectiveness of heat exchanger 2 (HCl)

Where the efficiency calculation for the receiver is given below and the heat exchanger
effectiveness was previously noted in equations 4.14.

\ p ,o u t

Tm ea n ,o u t —c^ p ,in Tm e a n jn /j
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study consisted of two different sections; CED analysis of the conceptualized
solar receiver and a macro analysis of a receiver configuration coupled with two heat
exchangers that will heat the vapors in the two thermochemical reactions. After
concluding this study these are the conclusions and recommendations for future work in
this area.

5.1

CED Receiver modeling
The aim of the CED modeling was to find a receiver that achieved a uniform or close

to uniform mass flow rate across the cross flow tuhing and to achieve a reasonable exit
temperature for the molten salt to be carried down achieve the thermochemical reactions.
Uniform mass flow rates across the receiver tubes were not achieved using this kind of
model. While different diameters were tested while keeping the mass flow rate constant,
results showed that even the model used in the final case, the PA” diameter receiver
model, still had a percent difference of 147.5%. As the diameter of the pipe continues to
increase, the percent difference will decrease slightly, but as the comparison with the ”
2

diameter pipe showed in Figure 3.13, the slight difference may not be worth the continual
increase in diameter. To achieve a more uniform flow rate using this model will more
than likely come down to adjusting the diameter sizes of the cross flow tubing with
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respect to the distance from the inlet piping. While this may have a significant affect on
the flow distribution, it may also reduce the practicality of the receiver. This is mainly a
heat transfer concern with an increased or decrease cross tube diameter.
On the heat transfer issue, a noticeable point of concern is the significantly higher
temperature which is visible on the back end of the outlet tubing. For this entrance
temperature (500 °C), the zone in red shows a temperature of approximately 544 °C a
44 °C increase in temperature. The slower mass flow rates towards the back of the
receiver along with the circulation effects that were noticeable in the back of the outlet
header tubes more than likely are the cause of this issue. This makes controlling the
entering temperature into the receiver an issue given that molten nitrate salts can become
unstable over the temperature of 600 °C. Heat transfer results however, showed good
temperature gains between inlet and outlet temperature, ranging from 22 °C for the
maximum heat flux to 13 °C at the minimum heat flux.

Figure 5.1 Temperature contours
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There are several recommendations for future work regarding this conceptual model:
•

The effects of the receiver encased inside the solar receiver (i.e. reflectivity and
heat transfer issues on the hack face of the receiver.

•

Wind effects and how they may affect the heat transfer through the receiver

• Angular effects on flow rate distribution through receiver tubes and heat transfer
• Receiver system cost analysis

5.2

Macro system analysis using MATLAB
The macro system analysis provides some insight into how the temperature of the

molten salt passed through the heat exchangers will affect the temperature of the gas
reactants (steam and HCl) and also gives a good estimate on the temperature range need
to achieve the ideal temperature for the thermochemical reactions in the copper-chlorine
cycle. The major difference in the analysis using the macro method is the assumption that
the flow rates across the receiver are uniform, but using good average values from the
CFD analysis will produce a more accurate result on this assumption. There is also the
issue of using HCl as the heat transfer fluid in the heat exchanger and the material issues
concerning this. Material issues, however, were not the topic of concern; the thermal
effects were the focus of this study.
For future analysis the following recommendation can be offered:
•

Calculating heat flux for any day of the year defined by user input

•

Coupling heat exchanger calculations directly with chemical reactors and
including justified material characterizations (HCl side)
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Once ideal gas temperature are reached, calculating reaction rates, cycle
efficiency and yields of hydrogen and oxygen
Startup considerations for the heating of molten salt
Shutdown and storage or night operation
Incorporated system dimensions of solar concentrator into system
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